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A fatherâ€™s secret... a motherâ€™s lie... a family mystery.An unexpected phone call â€“ and

Ninaâ€™s life takes a disturbing twist. Who is John Moore? And how does he know her name?Nina

travels south to see the house she inherited, but sinister letters arrive and she finds herself in the

middle of a police investigation. With her identity called into question, Nina uncovers a shocking

crime. But what, exactly, happened in the attic room, all those years ago? The answer could lie

close to home. The arrival of her ten-year-old daughter compounds Ninaâ€™s problems, but her

tormentor strikes before she can react. Searching for the truth about the Moore family puts both

Nina and her child into grave danger. A fast-moving, chilling suspense novel by the author of The

Cold Cold Sea, The Paradise Trees and Chosen Child....packed with suspense and intrigue. Carol

Sampson
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I had been eagerly awaiting the next book from talented author Linda Huber since reading The Cold,

Cold Sea last year and loving it. The wait was well worth it as The Attic Room really delivered and

lived up to expectations. Whoop!I connected with Nina very early in the book and think Linda has a



real knack for writing characters who have depth and realism about them. I loved the journey with

Nina and hung on with her as she found herself in her own personal hell. The entire book hangs on

what happened in the attic room and let me tell you I absolutely loved the plot and where Linda took

the story of the secrets that this room held in this big old house. The cover does it justice, you don't

really want to open that door though dear reader, but you will, you will want to know...The book

picks up pace as it rolls along, I was truly immersed in it and keen to know chapter by chapter what

was coming up next. By the time reveals and twists are under way the book is just breathtaking, it

tackles some difficult issues and they are done so well. I felt a lot of emotions reading this story from

anger to pity and back again. I simply loved the plot, the characters, the tension, the build up and

the grand finale. A gem of a book.There are moments of sheer tension as Nina faces not only dark

secrets but very real threats to herself and her precious daughter that thrilled me as a reader yet

disturbed me at the same time.Linda shines in this genre and her writing is so easy to like, both

books I have read from her now have moved me emotionally, thrilled me, surprised me and always

had great end of book twists that I did not see coming. The Attic Room is one of my favourite reads

of 2015 and I have covered a lot of psychological thrillers this year.
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